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FORM  ONE  TOPICS 
01.LISTENING  AND  UNDESTANDIN SIMPLE  ORAL  TEXT 

1.Listen   to the  radion  and  Summarize  what is  talked about  in  five  sentences. 

2.Watch  BBC /Aljazeera  and  write  a short  summary  in 50 words. 

3.  Read  any  text  and summarise  it  in 50 words. 

4.  Listen  to any  conversation  about  Corona  and  write  a  short  summary  on how  to  

            prevent  New  cases  outbreak. 

5.Listen  skill  has  stages  give  the  stage  of  Listening  and  Understanding . 

 

2. USING  A  DICTIONARY 

6.What  is a Dictionary? 

7. What  area the  parts  of Dictionary. 

8. Explain  five  uses  of Dictionary. 

9. Explain  how  do we  read  a Dictionary. 

10.By  using  a Dictionary  give  the  meaning  of   

(a)antonyny  (b)polyseny  (c)hyponymy   (d)Synonymy 

(e)Dummy entry (f)main  entry 

 

3.ASKING  AND  GIVING  DIRECTION 

11. Make any  Dialogue  to  ask for a Direction. 

12.With  not  less  than 50  words  direct  me  on how  to  reach  bus  stop. 

13.Read  the  following  diagram  and Direct  my  post  office . 

14.Direct  me  how  can I  reach  Geita  police  post  from  Waja  Hospital. 

15. Use the  following  terms  to  compose  one  sentences  each. 

   (i)Turn  left  (ii)Straight   (iii)Opposite  to       (iv) Infront of    (v)turn  right          

   (vi)beside     (vii)behind        (viii)Under 

 

4.EXPRESSING   OPINION AND  FEELING 

16.School  have  been  closed  because  of Corona  what are your  opinion  on that? 

17.Comporse  a  sentences  by  using  the  following  words. 
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(i)What  I  think   

(ii) In my  view 

(iii) To my  suggestion 

(iv)In  my  opinion 

18.Use  the  following  words  to  express  your  feeling   

(i)sad, angry, happy, dizzy,  tired, bored thirsty, hungry. 

19.Tanzania  can  not  do  without  Europe  what are  your  opinion? 

20.Define  the term  opinion  and  feeling. 

 

5.INTERPRATING  A  LITERARY  WORK 

 21.By using  Hawa  The  Bus  Driver  Explain  5 messages  found. 

22. With  ise  of  Mabala  The  Farmer . Explain Discuss  if  Mabala  was a real  a farmer. 

23. Explain  various  Themes  found  in Hawa  The  Bus  driver. 

24. In 3  paragraphs  explain  the  plot  of  Mabala  The  farmer. 

25.With  reference  to  any  reading  real  in form one  Discuss  the  conflicts. 

 

6.EXPRESSING  PERSONAL  AND  GROUP  ROUTINE 

26.Express  your  personal  routine 

27.Express  your  group routine 

28.What  are  you  doing  from morning  to  night? 

29.Define  personal  routine  and  group  routine 

30. Express  your  personal  and  Group  routine. 

 

7.ANALYSING  INFORMATION  FROM  THE  MEDIA 

31.Define  fact  and  Non- fact  information 

32.Read  Sunday  News and  analyse  fact  information 

33.Read  daily  News  and  analyse  non- fact  information 

34.Read  the  Gurdian  News  paper  and  analyse  fact  and non- fact  information 

35.Give  the  characteristics  features  of  fact  and  Non- fact  information. 

 

8.EXPRESSING  ON  GOING  ACTIVITIES 

36.In   not  more  than  One  paragraph  write  a  summary  and  underline  on  going   

     activities. 

37.Comporse  5  sentences  which  shows  on going  activities 

38.Give a Formula  of  On  going  activities 

39.Explain  what  do  we  mean  when  we  say  on going activities 

40. Juma  is  doing  his  home  work  Now in  this  sentences  show  on  going  activities   

           (two) 

 

 

9.EXPRESSING  FUTURE   PLAN 
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41.what  are  your  dreams  when  you  grow  up? 

42.Tell  me  what  do  you plan  Next  Monday 

43.Write  Five  markers  that  show  future  time 

44.Comporse  two  sentences  that  show  future plan 

45.Give  the  formula  of  future  activities 

 

10.TALKING  ABOUT  PAST  EVENTS 

46.What  did  you  do  last  Monday 

47.Comprse  a  short  story  about  your  form  one . 

48.Write  a story  about  the  accident you  witnessed 

49.Comporse  5  sentences  that  show  past  tense   

50.Write  how  can  we  express  past  time. 

 

11.WRITTING  A FRIENDLY  LETTER 

51. Write a letter  to your  friend  about  Corona. 

52.Write  a letter  to  your  Mom and wish her  nice  trip 

53. Write  letter  to your  aunt  and  tell  her  how  much  you  have  missed  her 

54.Write  a  letter  to your  father  and  tell  him  what  are  doing  during  this  Corona  holiday. 

55.Write  a format  of a friendly letter 

   

12.EXPRESSING  LIKES AND  DISLIKES 

56.Define   the  tern  likes  and dislikes 

57.Tell  5  things  that  you  like  most and  why? 

58. Tell  5  things  that  you  dislikes  most  and  why? 

59.What  you  like  and  what  your  dislikes  

60. We  like  good   behavior  and  use  dislike  bad  harbit  explain  how. 

 

13.NOTE  TAKING 

61.a  Good  Listener  is  also  a  good  note  taker  explain how 

62.Listen  to  BBC  and  take  the  Note 

63.What  do  we  mean  when  we  say  Note  taking 

64.What  is the  difference  between  Notes  taking  and  Notes  making? 

65. Listen  to  BBC  radio and  take  the Notes 

 

14.TALKING  ABOUT  ONE’S  FAMILY 

66.Discuss  your  family  tree  diagram  and  show  the  relationship _____________ 

67.Define  the  following  term  parents, grandparents  husband  and  wife.____________ 

68.The  daughter  of your  sister  is called _____________ 

69.The Son  of your  brother  is called________________ 

70.The  son  and  daughter  of  your  aunt  are ______________ 
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15.WRITTING A  VARIENCY  OF  TEXT 

71.Write  a  short  summary  on any  book  you have  read 

73.Write  a  short  story  about  anything 

73.Write  a  card  on a wedding  days  

74.Write  a  memo  about  a meeting 

75.Write  a  letter  to  your  friend  and  greet  her 

 

FORM  TWO   TOPICS 
1.TAKING  ABOUT  EVENTS 

1. Write  about  any accident  that  your  witnessed 

2. Write  about  what  happen  last  week 

3. Write  about  a trip /tour  that  you  went 

4. Write  a  short  story about  the say we  close  school  for Corona 

5. Write  about  the  wedding  that  you  witnessed. 

 

2.LISTENING  TO  VARIOUS  ORAL  TEXT 

6.Listen  to Aljaseer  and  write  what  you  head 

8.Listen to  BBC  and  write a short  summary 

9.Listen to CNN and  write  a  short  summary 

10. Listen  to V.O.A (Voice  of  America and write  what  you  head 

 

3.ASKING  FOR  A SERVICES 

11.Write  a  dialogue  between  you and  shopkeeper  about the  trouser  you want  to buy 

12.Write 4  way /expression  that are  used to ask  for a services 

13.How  do we ask  for  services 

14. Define  the  term services 

15.Give  examples  of  the  services  you  know  3 of them 

 

4. LOCATING  PLACES 

16.How  do we  locate  various places 

17.List  down  five  places  that  you know 

18.By using  the  following  words  locate  places on, at, behind, beside, under, into, over 

19.Draw  a sketch / diagram  and  locate  the places 

20.Define  the term  location  and  places 

 

5.ANALYSING  INFORMATION  FROM THE MEDIA 

21.What  is  media? 

22. Give  five  examples  of  media  that  you know 

23.  Read  Sunday News  and  analyse  fact  information  from  it 

24. Read  the  Guardian  and  analyse  non- fact  information 

25.What  is the  difference between  factual and  non- factual information 

26.What do we  mean  when  we  say  description  

27. how  do we describe  things? 

28.Describe  your  school 

29.Describe  your self 

30.  Describe  any  animal  that  you know 
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7.TALKING  ABOUT  CULTURAL  ACTIVITIES 

31.Write  a summary  about  the  wedding  that  you  have  witnessed. 

32.  Write  about  a  funeral  that  you  attended 

33.Write  about  any  initiation  of  your  tradition 

34.Express  the  elements  of  culture  that  you know 

35.Whatg  is a culture? Explain  3 function of  maintaining  culture. 

 

8 .EXPRESSING  OPINION 

36.What   are  your  opinion  about  Corona  pandemic 

37.Express  the way  of  showing  opinion 

38.What  is the  difference  between  opinion and  fact 

39.Define  the  term  opinion 

40.Comporse  5  sentences  that  show opinion. 

 

9.WRITTING  CARDS  AND  MESSAGE 

41.Write  an  invitation  card  on  your  birthday  to your  friend 

42.  Write  a  wedding  card  to  invite  your  friend  on your  sister’s wedding 

43.Write a short  warning  message  to  your  friend  about  Corona 

44.Define  card  and message 

45.Imagine  you  were  invited  to a wedding  write a card  to  refuse  an  offer 

 

10.INTERPRETING  LITERARY  WORKS 

46.Diferentiate  between  written  Literature  and  Oral  Literature 

47.Give  Five  examples  of Oral  Litarature   

48.Define  examples  following  

  (a)Riddle  and  proverbs 

 (b)idion  and  Luluby 

 (c)Literature  and  Art 

 (d)Orature and  written  Litarature 

 (e)Fargon  and  Argot 

49.What  are  the  messages  found  in Hawa The  Bus  driver 

50.What  are  the  themes  found  in Mabala  The  Farmer 

 

FORM  THREE  TOPICS 

1. WRITING   USING  APPROPRIATE  LANGUAGE  CONTENT  AND  STYLE 

1.Write  Narrative  essay  ''ending ''  The  doom”    

2.Write  a descriptive  essay  on  how  to  cook  ugali 

3.Write  an expository  essay  on  Corona  pandemic . 

4.Write  an  argumentative  essay  about  HIV/ AIDS  is  better  than  Corona  

5.Write a  speech  to  be  delivered  o your  graduation  day. 

 

2.WRITING   FORMAL LETTER 

6.Write  a  letter  to  Waja  Boys  Secondary  school and  tell  the  Head  Master  that  you  will   

    be  late  for  school. 
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7.Write a letter  to  apply for a job  of  secretary  at  Waja Girls  Secondary  School. 

8.Write  your  CV/ Curricular  vitae 

9.Write  a  format  of  formal letter 

10.Write  a letter  to  apply for  teaching  English  post at Waja  Boys  Secondary  School  and  

      attach  with  your  Cv/ Curriculum vitae. 

 

3.POETRY 

11.Comporse  a  poem  of  four  stanzas  about Corona 

12.How  does  a poet  manipulate the  use  of  Language .By using  two  poems verify 

13.Poet  like  any  other  artist  has  message  to be  presented .By  using  two  peoms. discuss 

14.Peoms  has  themes .What are  the  themes  to be  presented? 

15.Define  the  following  poetic  terminologies   

       (a)Poem    (b)  poet   (c)Stanza   (d)  Line (Verse)   (e) Persona 

 

4.NOVEL &  PLAYS 

16.By  using  two  plays. Discuss  how  the  setting can  be  use  to present  message. 

17.Without  characters  there  is  no themes .Discuss using  two  Novels 

18.Without  conflict  there  is  no  story .By using  the Novels. Discuss 

19.Discuss  the  Plot  of  Unanswered  cries  

20.By using  passed  like  a  shadow. Explain  Five  characters. 

 

5.LISTENING   FOR  INFORMATION   FROM  DIFFERENT SOURCES 

21.  Write  a  summary  from  BBC  radio the  programme that  you  heard. 

22.Listen  to  CNN  and  write  a short  summary 

23. Listen  to  Aljazeera  and write  down  the  vocabulary / words  your  head 

24.What  is  Listening  skills? How  do  we  listen? 

 

6.USING  APPROPRIATE  LANGUAGE  CONTENT  AND  STYLE 

26.Write  a  speech  of  one  page  about  Corona 

27.Write  a  CV to be  attached  to a letter 

28.Debate  the  motion  that  states “Africa can  not  do  without  fourist” 

29.Write  an  argumentation  essay on “Life  is  better  than  money” 

30.Debate  the  motion  that  states:  ''Life  in the  city  is  better  than  the  village” 

 

 


